
"Shimokura Tree Run Area Local Rules" 

<<To everyone using the tree run area>> 

 
Please acknowledge the following matters before using this site. 

○ About the entry system for using the tree run area 

 When using the tree run area (hereinafter referred to as the area), please make an entry 

at the "tree run reception" in Shimokura Lodge and wear the designated armband. No one 

other than the person who submitted the entry sheet will be allowed to ski. 

Also, after using the area, please return the armband to the designated place in Shimokura 

Lodge. 

If there is no return, we will contact you for safety confirmation. 

 

○ Hours of use 

 The area can be used from opening to 15:00. However, if the patrol determines that it 

is dangerous, the time may be shortened or the skiing may be prohibited. 

 

○ How to use 

・Be sure to wear a helmet when using the area. 

・Dangers due to obstacles including standing trees, dangers due to uneven terrain, dangers 

due to snow conditions, 

After fully understanding that "danger due to obstacles hidden in snow" exists more than 

general slopes, under "self-responsibility"  

・The range of the area is displayed with "pink fluorescent tape" and "caution signboard", 

so in other places do not ski. 

・When entering the area, enter through the designated entrance, pay close attention to 

the movements of other runners, and confirm safety before entering. 

please. Also, please register the ski resort's "emergency contact" on your mobile phone. 

・When joining the general course from the exit, check the surroundings and stop temporarily 

if necessary to avoid danger. Please strive to 

・Patrols are dangerous due to weather conditions in the area, changes in conditions, 

obstacles, etc. When it is determined that skiing is prohibited in the area, it will 

be displayed at the area entrance and on the slope guide board. 

・In the case of "no skiing" in the area, the lift ticket will be confiscated when entry 

is permitted because the area will be a "no skiing area". 

・Although we will respond to rescues within the area, this ski resort will not be held 

responsible for any injuries or accidents. I will not take responsibility. 

 

If you do not approve the above items, we will refuse to use the tree run area. 


